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Summary
Mobile edge computing is emerging as a novel ubiquitous computing platform
to overcome the limit resources of mobile devices and bandwidth bottleneck of
the core network in mobile cloud computing. In mobile edge computing, it is a
significant issue for cost reduction and QoS improvement to place edge clouds
at the edge network as a small data center to serve users. In this paper, we study
the edge cloud placement problem, which is to place the edge clouds at the candidate locations and allocate the mobile users to the edge clouds. Specifically, we
formulate it as a multiobjective optimization problem with objective to balance
the workload between edge clouds and minimize the service communication
delay of mobile users. To this end, we propose an approximate approach that
adopted the K-means and mixed-integer quadratic programming. Furthermore,
we conduct experiments based on Shanghai Telecom's base station data set and
compare our approach with other representative approaches. The results show
that our approach performs better to some extent in terms of workload balance
and communication delay and validate the proposed approach.
K E Y WO R D S
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I N T RO DU CT ION

The Internet has witnessed three radical changes in the past decade: pervasive mobile devices, rapidly growing cloud
computing, and the Internet of Things (IoT). Cloud computing is an emerging commercial computing model for enabling
ubiquitous on-demand access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (eg, computer networks, servers,
storage, applications, and services).1,2 With the development of cloud computing, it has reaped its field from enterprises
to personal end users.3,4
Meanwhile, mobile devices powered by the rapidly developing mobile network have become increasingly pervasive,
such as smartphones and tablets. According to Cisco's conservative estimate, there will be 1.5 mobile devices per capita,
and the total number of smartphones will be over 50% of global devices and connections by 2021. Although mobile applications are becoming increasingly computational-intensive, many devices still have limited battery power and processing
capabilities, and hence cannot support computational intensive tasks.5 To overcome this problem, researchers propose
mobile cloud computing that enables mobile devices to offload some workload to remote resource-rich clouds.6-9 However, the remote clouds are geographically far away from mobile users, and it cannot guarantee fast and reliable access to
services for end users in a mobile environment.
Softw: Pract Exper. 2019;1–14.
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In addition, with the rapid development of IoT in the context of smart cities, high-data-rate sensors are becoming
ubiquitous.10,11 Massive sensing data streams are generated, which are geospatially distributed and make traditional cloud
computing paradigm suffer long latency due to bandwidth bottleneck of the core network.
Motivated by these three trends, mobile edge computing is emerging.12 In contrast to the centralized cloud computing
or mobile cloud computing, mobile edge computing can provide a highly distributed computing environment. This distributed computing environment can be used to deploy applications and services as well as to store and process content
in close proximity to mobile users.13,14 It is an extension of cloud computing to the edge of networks. The edge clouds
deployed at the edge of networks are important bridges between mobile users and remote clouds. The computational
resources available at each edge cloud can reduce access latency and network bandwidth usage by providing services for
mobile applications in the form of computation, storage, and software.
In mobile edge computing, how to place the edge clouds is a key issue. An appropriate edge cloud placement scheme
can ensure the utilization of the computation resources of each edge cloud, the real-time of services provided by edge
clouds, and the quality of experience of mobile users. Most existing research works focused on offloading workloads of
mobile users in mobile edge computing, assuming that the edge clouds have already been placed.6,15-17 Little attention
has been paid to the placement of edge clouds. Although there are few related studies on edge cloud placement, there
are a few research works on the cloudlets placement in recent years.5,18,19 The cloudlet is a resource-rich server cluster
colocated with wireless access points in a local network, and mobile users can offload their tasks to local cloudlets for
processing. Both of the cloudlet and the edge cloud are the alternative solutions of powerful remote clouds, therefore,
they are considered as same in this paper. Although the aforementioned approaches are effective, they do not consider the
workload balance5 or the communication delay of mobile users when they obtain services from edge cloud at the same
time.18 In addition, the algorithms to solve the placement problem always are not scalable.
In this paper, we study the edge cloud placement problem, which is to place the edge clouds at the candidate locations and allocate the mobile users to the edge clouds with the objective to balance the workload between edge clouds
and minimize the communication delay between mobile users and the edge clouds serving the users. Note that edge
clouds are placed at some base station locations for mobile user access by endowing the existed infrastructure with cloud
functionalities due to the cost and convenience of the deployment.
Compared to the existing study, we focus on not only the minimum of the communication delay but also the balance
of workload between edge clouds. Then, we formulate the user allocation-aware edge cloud placement problem as a
multiobjective optimization problem and prove that this multiobjective optimization problem is an NP-hard problem.
To find the optimal edge cloud placement solution, we propose an approximate edge cloud placement approach, which
combines the K-means algorithm20 and mixed-integer quadratic programming algorithm.21 To evaluate the performance
of our approach, we experiment based on Shanghai Telecom's base station data set and compare our approach with other
representative approaches in terms of workload balance and communication delay. The experimental results show that
our approach outperforms several representative approaches to some extent.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work in this area. Section 3 introduces the system model and the definition of the edge cloud placement problem. Section 4 describes our approach in
details including the formulation of edge cloud placement optimization problem and the approach of finding the optimal
edge cloud placement solution. Section 5 demonstrates the benefits of our approach according to experimental evaluation.
At last, Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses the future work.

2

RELATED WORK

Before the emergence of mobile edge computing, there are several similar placement problems that have been researched
in other networks. For example, Qiu et al22 explored the problem of Web server replica placement in content distribution networks that offer hosting services to Web content providers. They reduced the Web server replica placement as
a K-median problem, which is to choose M replicas (or hosting services) among N candidate sites (N > M), and then
described graph theoretic formulations of the replica placement problem. To solve this problem, they developed several
algorithms, such as tree-based algorithm, greedy algorithm, random, and a super-optimal algorithm based on Lagrangian
relaxation with subgradient optimization. Yin et al23 adopted a new K-means-clustering–based algorithm to select media
server locations and identify the optimal matching between clients and media servers in the multimedia environment.
They also took advantage of the latest network coordinate technique to reduce the workloads when obtaining the global
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network information for server placement. Besides, they optimized the trade-off between the service delay performance
and the deployment cost under the constraints of client location distribution.
Although the placement problems in different environment can be reduced to a general K-median problem,24 they are
different essentially. In content distribution networks, the replica server or cache server is a mirror of the remote server,
and it is to offer content delivery to clients while retaining efficient and balanced resource consumption. The remote users
obtain services from the cache/replica server, this model reduces the bandwidth of the remote access, shares the network
traffic, and reduces the load of server in the original Web site. However, the edge cloud in mobile edge computing is more
powerful. It is a cloud at the edge of network, and it can provide more computational resources to remote users, such as
applications and services, storage, and content process. Therefore, different servers in different network environments
lead to different placement problems. For example, the objective function in content distribution networks is to minimize the latency, bandwidth consumption, energy consumption, and cost, but not the workload balance or the capacity
constraints of edge clouds.
Although there are few related studies on edge cloud placement in mobile edge computing environment, there are
some research works on the cloudlets placement in recent years.5,18,19 For example, Jia et al18 studied cloudlet placement
and mobile user allocation to the cloudlets in a wireless metropolitan area network. They proposed two heuristic algorithms for the K cloudlet placement problem, one is a simple Heaviest-AP first algorithm and the other is a density-based
clustering algorithm that surmounts the shortcomings of the heaviest-AP first algorithm. Xu et al5 studied the cloudlet
placement problem in a large-scale wireless metropolitan area network. They formulated the problem as a capacitated
cloudlet placement problem that places K cloudlets to some strategic locations in the wireless metropolitan area network.
Then, they proposed a heuristic algorithm for the problem to minimize the average communication delay between mobile
users and the cloudlets serving the users. Note that the cloudlet and the edge cloud can be seen the same in placement
problem as mentioned earlier.
Although the aforementioned approaches are effective, they do not consider the workload balance of edge clouds in
the mobile edge network5 or the communication delay of remote users.6 Inspired by this, our approach considers the
communication delay and the workload balance and formulates the edge cloud problem as a multiobjective problem.

3
3.1

SYSTEM MODEL A ND PROBLEM DEFINITIONS
System model

The mobile edge network can be considered as a bipartite network G = (V ∪ S, E) consisting of many base stations and
a set of candidate locations for edge clouds, where V is the set of base stations, S is the set of candidate locations of edge
clouds, and E is the set of links between two base stations or between a base station and an edge cloud. For simplicity,
all the locations of base stations are regarded as the candidate locations for edge clouds, ie, S = V, and each edge cloud
is colocated with a base station. In addition, it is assumed that there are k edge clouds to be placed to k locations in S,
and the computational capacity of each edge cloud is the same. Note that the proposed approach can also be applied to
the placement problem, where the computational resources of each edge cloud is different, by redefining the workload
balance.
Mobile users get services by sending requests to base stations, and the base stations offload their tasks to the edge clouds
for providing services for mobile users quickly. An edge cloud is responsible for a subset of base stations, and a base
station only links with a single edge cloud. There are two specific problems to be solved in user allocation-aware edge
cloud placement problem, one is the placement of the edge clouds, and the other is the allocation of mobile users, that is,
the allocation of base stations.
For edge cloud placement problem, we focus on the long-term effect of the edge cloud placement scheme. The two
evaluation indexes used in this paper are workload balance and communication delay. (1) The user request to a base
station is the workload of the base station, and the sum of user request offloaded to an edge cloud through base stations
is the workload of the edge cloud. The balance of workload guarantees that there is no situation where some of the edge
clouds are overloaded while others are underloaded or even idle. The balanced workload also guarantees the similar
computation delay and queuing delay for users served by each edge cloud because the computational capacity of each
edge cloud is the same. (2) In this paper, the communication delay is the delay of load from the base station and its edge
cloud. Note that, if an edge cloud is colocated with a base station, the users at the base station will have the minimum
communication delay. Table 1 shows the symbols used in this paper.
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TABLE 1 Symbols
Symbols

Notations

D

A set of edge clouds

V

A set of base stations

n

The numbers of base stations in V

k

The numbers of edge clouds in D

v

A base station in V

d

An edge cloud in D

w

The workload of base station or edge cloud

l

The location of base station or edge cloud

T

An edge cloud placement scheme which contains k locations of edge clouds

C

A base station allocation scheme which contains k subsets of base stations

Bw

The workload balance of an edge cloud placement problem solution

Bw′

The workload balance of a base station allocation problem solution

𝜌

The communication delay between a base station and the linked edge cloud

Da

The communication delay of an edge cloud placement problem solution

Da′

The communication delay of a base station allocation problem solution

Remote Cloud

Edge Cloud D3

V4

Edge Cloud D2

V5

Laptop

Sensor
V6

V2
Edge Cloud D1

V3

V1

Mobile Phone

Camera

Base Station

FIGURE 1 A model of edge cloud placement in mobile edge computing [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

To illustrate the edge cloud placement problem directly, we introduce an example in Figure 1. Take edge cloud D1
as an example, it is responsible for six base stations surrounding itself, and the relations are represented by the links
between D1 and the base stations. The mobile users connect to one base station directly, and this connection is used as
an intermediate node to access services from an edge cloud. Note that the links between two base stations are not shown
in Figure 1 because these links are not our focus.
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Problem definitions

The edge cloud placement problem in mobile edge environment G = (V ∪ S, E) is defined as follows. Let n and m be the
numbers of base stations and links in V and E, ie, |V| = n, |E| = m, and |S| = n. Let {v1 , v2 , … , vn } be the base stations, and,
for each base station vi (1 ≤ i ≤ n), w(vi ) represents the workload of the base station and l(vi ) represents the location of the
base station. Let ei, j ∈ E be the communication delay of each link between two base stations vi and vj . Let D = {d1 , d2 , … , dk }
be the k edge clouds to be placed at the candidate locations in S. Obviously, k ≤ n, and, for each edge cloud dj (1 ≤ j ≤ k),
w(d j ) represents the workload of the edge cloud, l(d j ) represents the location of the edge cloud, and cj represents the
subset of base stations, which link with the edge cloud. Let T = {l(d1 ), … , l(d j ), … , l(dk )} be an edge cloud placement
scheme, C = {c1 , … , c j , … ck } is a base station allocation scheme, therefore, (T, C) is a solution of edge cloud placement
problem. As the workload of edge cloud is the user requests offloaded through base stations, which link with the edge
∑
cloud, w(d𝑗 ) = vi ∈c𝑗 w (vi ).
The optimization goal of the user allocation-aware edge cloud placement problem is the balance of workload between
edge clouds and the minimum of the communication delay between the edge clouds and base stations.
Due to the same computational capacity of each edge cloud, the workload balance can be represented by the variance
of the workload of edge clouds. Let Bw(T, C) be the workload balance between edge clouds in an edge cloud placement
solution, and it can be formulated as follows:
k (
)2
∑
w(d𝑗 ) − w (d)

Bw(T, C) =

𝑗=1

,

k
k
∑
𝑗=1

(1)

w(d𝑗 )

,
(2)
k
where w (d) is the average value of the workload of all edge clouds. The definition indicates that the smaller the value of
Bw(T, C) is, the more balanced the workload of edge clouds is.
Each edge cloud is placed at the location of a base station in the existing network topology, so the transmission path
between a base station and its edge cloud is composed of the links in E. Let 𝜌(v, d) be the communication delay between
a base station v and the linked edge cloud d, it is the value of the shortest path between base station v and the base station
at location l(d) in the weighted graph E. Let Da(T, C) be the communication delay between base stations and edge cloud
in an edge cloud placement solution, it is defined as the average of all the communication delay between base stations
and edge clouds, and it can be formulated as follows:
∑ ∑
𝜌(vi , d𝑗 )
w (d) =

Da (T, C) =

d𝑗 ∈D vi ∈c𝑗

n

.

(3)

Based on the aforementioned definitions, the user allocation-aware edge cloud placement problem can be formulated
briefly as follows:
• Input: finite set of base stations S, the number of edge cloud k;
• Output: the locations of edge clouds T ∈ S, a base station allocation scheme Cj (1 ≤ j ≤ k);
• Goal: minimize the workload balance Bw(T, C) and the communication delay Da (T, C).
Lemma 1. The edge cloud placement problem in mobile edge environment is an NP-hard problem.
Proof. We reduce the metric K-median problem25 to the placement location problem of edge clouds as follows. Consider the metric K-median problem in a complete metric undirected graph G′ = (V′ , E′ ), V′ is the locations of each
client v′i ⊂ V ′ , the di j ⊂ E′ is the cost of the facility placed at location v′𝑗 for serving the client v′i . The metric K-median
problem is to choose K locations for facilities, which provide services for clients, and the overall goal is to minimize
the cost.25 Construct a mobile edge network G = (V ∪ S, E) from G′ , where V = V′ , S = V′ , and E = E′ . The computation
resource of each edge cloud is sufficient for all the base stations, in other words, the workload balance can be ignored.
In this case, an optimal solution to the edge cloud placement problem in G also is an optimal solution to the G′ . As
we all know, the metric K-median problem is an NP-hard problem,25 therefore, the edge cloud placement problem is
an NP-hard problem.
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Due to the difficulty of solving this NP-hard problem directly, we propose an approximation approach to find the
optimal user allocation-aware edge cloud placement solution.

4
4.1

O UR A P PROACH
Edge cloud placement optimization

In this section, we formulate the user allocation-aware edge cloud placement problem as a mixed-integer quadratic
programming problem.
First, we introduce two binary decision variables: yl ∈ {0, 1}(1 ≤ l ≤ n) and xi, l ∈ {0, 1}(1 ≤ i, l ≤ n). yl is to indicate whether
there is an edge cloud located at the location of vl , where yl = 1 if an edge cloud is placed at l(vl ) ∈ S, yl = 0 otherwise. There
∑
are k edge clouds to be placed in the edge cloud placement problem, therefore, nl=1 𝑦l = k. xi, l is to indicate whether the
base station vi is linked with the edge cloud located at l(vl ) ∈ S, where xi, l = 1 if the base station vi is allocated to the edge
cloud located at l(vl ) ∈ S, xi, j = 0 otherwise. Assume that the edge cloud located at l(vl ) is d j , so vi ∈ Cj . Each base station
∑
must have one edge cloud and can only be allocated to an edge cloud at a scheme, therefore, nl=1 xi,l = 1 and xi, l ≤ yl .
Second, we construct the fitness function. A set of candidate value of {xi, l , yl } corresponds to an edge cloud place∑
ment scheme (T, C). The workload of edge cloud dl is w (dl ) = ni=1 w (vi ) xi,l , and the workload balance Bw and the
communication delay Da of this scheme are as follows:
n (
∑

Bw (T, C) =

w(dl ) − w (d)

)2

− (n − k) × w(d)2

l=1
n n
∑
∑

Da (T, C) =

,

k

(4)

𝜌(i, l)xi,l

l=1 i=1

.

n

(5)

To obtain an overall optimization index, we transform the edge cloud placement problem into a single-objective
optimization problem by employing the simple additive weighting model. The fitness function is as follows:
F (T, C) = 𝜇
with

(n
∑

Da (T, C)
Bw (T, C)
+ (1 − 𝜇)
,
B max
D max
)2
+ (k − 1) × w(d)2

w (vi ) − w (d)

i

B max =

(6)

k

,

D max = max 𝜌 (i, l) ,

(7)
(8)

i,l

where B max represents the maximum value of the workload balance, D max represents the maximum value of the comC)
munication delay, and 𝜇 represents the weight of the workload balance. Through the mathematical transformation, Bw(T,
B max

C)
is limited in (0, 1] and Da(T,
is limited in [0, 1].
D max
Finally, the user allocation-aware edge cloud placement problem can be formulated as follows:

P𝟏 ∶

F (T, C) ,

Min

subject to

n
∑

(9)

𝑦l = k,

(10)

xi,l = 1,

(11)

xi,l = 1,

(12)

l=1
n
∑
l=1
n
∑
l=1

xi,l ≤ 𝑦l , xi,l , 𝑦l ∈ {0, 1} .

(13)
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Finding the optimal solution

The problem formulated in the last section is a mixed-integer quadratic programming problem with high complexity and
a huge set of feasible solutions. To find the optimal solution of the user allocation-aware edge cloud placement problem,
we propose an approximation approach, which contains two steps, one is the determination of the edge cloud locations
according to the communication delay and the other is the allocation of base stations under a scenario where edge clouds
have been placed.
Assumed that the edge clouds have been placed, {yl } in P1 is determined, therefore, the P1 can be simplified as
follows:
P𝟐 ∶ Min F ′ (C) ,
k
∑

subject to

𝑗=1

(14)

′
xi,𝑗
= 1,

(15)

′
xi,𝑗
∈ {0, 1} ,

(16)

′
where xi,𝑗
(1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ k) is a decision variable of base station allocation problem to indicate whether the base
station vi is linked with the edge cloud d j , it is the reduced matrix of xi, l (1 ≤ i, l ≤ n) and their relationship is
as follows:
{
( )
′
xi,𝑗
,
𝑦l = 1 and l d𝑗 = l (vl ) ;
xi,l =
(17)
0,
others.

The objective function of base station allocation problem is as follows:
F ′ (C) = 𝜇

Bw′ (C)
Da′ (C)
+ (1 − 𝜇)
,
B max
D max

(18)

with
k
∑

Bw′ (C) =

𝑗=1

(

∑
i

𝑗=1 i=1

)2
− w (d)
,

k
k n
∑
∑

Da′ (C) =

′
w (vi ) xi,𝑗

(19)

′
𝜌(i, 𝑗)xi,𝑗

n

.

(20)

The problem P2 is still a mixed-integer quadratic programming problem, however, compared with P1, the number of
decision variables declines from O(n2 ) to O(n).
Our proposed approach is as shown in Algorithm 1, it includes the following two steps. The first step is to select k
locations for the edge clouds by using K-means algorithm.20 We cluster n base stations into k clusters by minimizing the
communication delay, and the centers of the k clusters are the locations for edge clouds { yl }. Lines 1 to 9 in Algorithm 1
is the location selection phase, we select k location from S as initial edge cloud locations and allocate n base stations to
the k clusters according to the communication delay until the k clusters remain the same.
The second step is to allocate base stations where edge clouds have been placed. After the determination of the edge
cloud locations, the edge cloud placement problem can be simplified to a base station allocation problem. Therefore, P1
can be simplified to P2. Lines 10 and 11 in Algorithm 1 is the base station allocation phase, we solve the simplified user
allocation problem by using a mixed-integer quadratic programming algorithm solver.21 The principle of this solver is the
Boolean quadric polytope cutting plane method.
After the two steps, we can get the location of edge clouds and the allocation of base stations to edge clouds.
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PERFORMANCE EVA LUAT ION

To evaluate our approach, we implement it based on a real-world data set, and then compare our approach with other
approaches in terms of the workload balance and the communication delay. Extensive experimental results indicate
that our approach is superior to other traditional approaches. Moreover, we also study the placement parameter in our
approach.

5.1

Data set description

The real-world data set used in our experiments is the Shanghai Telecom's base station data set. It contains internet information of mobile users through accessing 3233 base stations and the exact locations of these base stations. Figure 2 shows
the distribution of 3233 base stations. More specifically, the data set contains 4.6 million call records and 7.5 million flow
records of about 10 thousand mobile users during six successive months. Each call/flow record contains the detailed start
time and end time of accessing base station for each mobile user. Table 2 describes partial information of 10 base stations,
which are selected randomly from the data set, the workload of each station is the total request time calculated according
to the start time and end time of their mobile users. From Table 2, we can see that there exists a great workload imbalance among these base stations. If the edge cloud placement problem only focus on the communication delay without
the workload, it will lead to an unbalance workload between edge clouds.

TABLE 2 Information of a part of base stations
Base Station ID

Longitude

Latitude

User Number

Workload (min)

11

121.422303

31.180175

14

18 841

277

121.306923

31.206547

21

25 506

330

121.369095

31.121363

185

252 354

361

121.387532

31.324464

22

29 467

1349

121.448422

31.162868

589

706 841

1448

121.471519

30.824719

103

133 736

1889

121.768142

31.16872

31

42 071

1919

121.341904

30.733903

476

613 174

1994

121.009542

31.099755

55

69 600

2564

121.513919

31.246946

335

448 576

2978

121.182589

31.152749

86

113 609
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FIGURE 2 Distribution of 3233 base stations in Shanghai [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

5.2

Experiments setup

To evaluate the performance of different approaches in terms of the workload balance and the communication delay, three
experiments are designed: (1) the number of edge cloud k is from 5 to 30, whereas the number of base stations n is 200;
and (2) the number of base stations n is from 20 to 200, whereas the number of edge cloud k is 10. In addition, we analyze
the placement parameter of our approach. To study the edge cloud placement ratio R, we design an experiment where
the ratio R is from 0.05 to 0.15, and the number of base stations n is 200. In all experiments, the weight of the workload
balance 𝜇 is 0.5.
All the experiments are conducted on the same computer with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) 2.4 GHz processor, 32.0 GB of RAM,
and on Python 3.5 with source code.

5.3

Compared approaches

In order to evaluate the performance of our edge cloud placement approach, we compare it with the following placement
approaches.
1. Top-K. This approach is to select the locations of the k busiest base station for edge clouds, ie, the workload of each
selected base station is in top-k. Each base station is allocated to the edge cloud, which is the closest to the base station.
2. K-means. This approach is a cluster algorithm that only considers the communication delay and not the workload
balance. It clusters n base stations into k clusters by minimizing the overall communication delay, the centers of the k
cluster are the locations for edge clouds, and the clusters are the allocation scheme of base stations.
3. Random. This approach is to select the k base station locations randomly for edge clouds. Each base station is allocated
to the edge cloud, which is the closest to the base station.

5.4

Comparison results with the number of edge clouds

Figure 3A and Figure 3B show the comparison results in terms of the workload balance and the communication delay,
respectively, with different numbers of edge clouds ranging from 5 to 30. As shown in Figure 3, the workload balance
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Workload Balance
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Access Delay (km)
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(B)
FIGURE 3 Comparison results with respect to the number of edge clouds; A, Workload balance for the edge cloud placement result with
respect to the number of edge clouds; B, Communication delay for the edge cloud placement result with respect to the number of edge clouds
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
TABLE 3 The overall objective values of each edge
cloud placement approach with respect to the number of
edge clouds
k

K-means

Top-K

Random

Our Approach

5

0.1048

0.0723

0.1125

0.0772

10

0.0887

0.0614

0.0720

0.0486

15

0.0430

0.0566

0.0661

0.0363
0.0310

20

0.0445

0.0521

0.0522

25

0.0296

0.0400

0.0454

0.0273

30

0.0261

0.0357

0.0455

0.0246

reduces rapidly with increasing the number of edge clouds, and the communication delay reduces gradually with increasing the number of edge clouds. The workload balance of our approach is better than Random and K-means, and it is not
as good as Top-K. However, the communication delay of our approach is better than Top-K and Random, and it is nearly
identical with K-means.
Table 3 shows the overall performance of each edge cloud placement approach with different numbers of edge clouds.
As shown in Table 3, except for the results when the number of edge clouds is 5, the overall performance of our approach
is prior to the other approaches. In a word, although the performance of our approach is not all the best in terms of
workload and communication delay, the overall performance of our approach is prior to other approaches to some extent
with the different numbers of edge clouds.
Note that, when the number of edge clouds is 5, because the edge cloud placement ratio is too small, the workload of
Top-K is more balanced than other approaches. Hence, the overall performance of Top-K is better than our approach in
this case.
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FIGURE 4 Comparison results with respect to the number of base stations; A, Workload balance for the edge cloud placement result with
respect to the number of base stations; B, Communication delay for the edge cloud placement result with respect to the number of base
stations [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

5.5

Comparison results with the number of base stations

Figure 4A and Figure 4B show the comparison results in terms of the workload balance and communication delay,
respectively, with different numbers of base stations ranging from 20 to 200. As shown in Figure 4, the workload balance
increases gradually with increasing the number of base stations because the number of base stations served by an edge
cloud is larger and the difference of workload among these edge clouds is greater. Like the performance with different
numbers of edge clouds, the workload balance of our approach is better than Random and K-means, and it is not as good
as Top-K. However, the communication delay of our approach is better than Top-K and Random, and it is nearly identical
with K-means.
Table 4 shows the overall performance of each edge cloud placement approach with different numbers of base stations.
As shown in Table 4, except for the results when the number of base stations is 20 and 40, the overall performance of
our approach is prior to the other approaches. In a word, although the performance of our approach is not all the best
in terms of workload and communication delay, the overall performance of our approach is prior to other approaches to
some extent with the different numbers of base stations.
Note that, when the number of base stations is 20 and 40, the edge cloud placement ratio is too high, the communication
delay of Top-K is small. Hence, the overall performance of Top-K is better than our approach in this case. However, with
the increasing number of base stations, the communication delay of Top-K increases rapidly.

5.6

Parameter analysis of the placement ratio

In reality, it is difficult to decide the number of edge clouds to deploy if there is no reference. To solve this problem, we
perform a set of experiments with different placement ratios. Figure 5A and Figure 5B show the comparison results in
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TABLE 4 The overall objective values of each edge cloud
placement approach with respect to the number of base
stations

7

n

K-means

Top-K

Random

Our Approach

20

0.1264

0.0698

0.1429

0.0922

40

0.1408

0.0561

0.1210

0.0744

60

0.1004

0.0610

0.1091

0.0589

80

0.0786

0.0589

0.1115

0.0582

100

0.0683

0.0544

0.0882

0.0462

120

0.0598

0.0516

0.0826

0.0412

140

0.0657

0.0591

0.0789

0.0475

160

0.0684

0.0579

0.0864

0.0456

180

0.0700

0.0616

0.0742

0.0492

200

0.0887

0.0614

0.0696

0.0487
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FIGURE 5 Effect of the placement ratio on the performance of our approach; A, Workload balance for the edge cloud placement result
with different placement ratios; B, communication delay for the edge cloud placement result with different placement ratios [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

terms of the workload balance and the communication delay, respectively, with the different placement ratios ranging
from 0.05 to 0.15.
As shown in Figure 5, the workload balance and communication delay reduce with increasing the placement ratio
because the high placement ratio means that there are more edge clouds that can share the tasks of base stations, and
the base stations have more and better choices when they need to offload their tasks to edge clouds. This result can be
a reference when a city or a company want to deploy edge clouds, and they can decide the placement ratio according to
their specific requirements.
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CO N C LU S I O N

Mobile edge computing has emerged as an important technology that can extend the computational resources of remote
cloud and improve the quality of services serving mobile users. In this paper, we study the edge cloud placement problem
in mobile edge computing and formulate it as a multiobjective optimization problem, and then propose an approximate
approach through combining the K-means algorithm and mixed-integer quadratic programming algorithm. To evaluate the performance of different approaches in terms of the balance workload and the communication delay, we design
three experiments based on a real Shanghai Telecom's base station data set. The experiment results show that the whole
performance of our approach is better than other approaches to some extent.
Although our approach can obtain an appropriate edge cloud placement scheme, the mixed-integer quadratic programming problem formulated from the edge cloud placement problem is a complicated nonlinear programming problem,
therefore, how to reduce the edge cloud placement problem to a simpler model is a key issue in our future work. Although
the whole performance of our approach is acceptable, our approach is not much better than other approaches, therefore,
how to design an approach to ensure both of the balance workload and the communication delay is another key issue in
our future work. In addition, the workload of base stations is dynamically changing, the workload balance of the current
edge cloud placement scheme will be broken, therefore, how to place the edge clouds dynamically is also a key issue in
our future work.
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